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Abstract: 
The thesis is in the area of modes of operations. A major portion of the contribution here is 
related to universal hash functions. Universal hash functions based on univariate polynomials 
are well known, e.g. Poly1305 and GHASH. Using Horner's rule to evaluate such hash functions 
require (m-1) field multiplications for hashing a message consisting of m blocks. A faster 
method is based on the class of Bernstein-Rabin-Winograd (BRW) polynomials which require 
about m/2 multiplications and lg(m) squarings for m >= 3 blocks. Though this is significantly 
smaller than Horner's rule based hashing, implementation of BRW polynomials for variable 
length messages present significant difficulties due to the inherent recursive structure of BRW 
polynomials. We describe the first non-recursive algorithm which can efficiently evaluate BRW 
polynomials for arbitrary length inputs. Based on the new algorithm, we propose two new hash 
functions BRW128 and BRW256. These have been implemented using instructions available on 
modern Intel processors. Timing results obtained from the implementations suggest that BRW 
based hashing compares favourably to the highly optimised implementation by Gueron of 
POLYVAL. 
 
As mentioned earlier, BRW polynomials based hash requires half the number of multiplications 
required by Horner's rule based hash, whereas the Horner's rule based hash can handle 
arbitrary length inputs quite easily. We propose a two-level hash function which combines the 
advantages provided by both of them. Here BRW polynomial based hashing is done at the 
lower level and Horner's rule based hashing is done at the higher level. Even though the hash 
function has two levels, it uses a single field element as the hash key. Again implementations 
are done over GF(2^{128}) and GF(2^{256}) using the pclmulqdq instruction available in modern 
Intel processors. On both the Haswell and Skylake processors, the implementation over 



GF(2^{128}) is faster than the highly optimised implementations of GHASH and POLYVAL by 
Gueron. 
 
Next, we study MAC schemes supporting variable tag lengths. The notion of security of such a 
scheme has been formalised. Several variants of the classical Wegman-Carter MAC scheme are 
considered. Most of these are shown to be insecure by pointing out detailed attacks. One of 
these schemes is highlighted and proved to be secure. We further build on this scheme to 
obtain single-key variable tag length MAC schemes utilising either a stream cipher or a short 
output pseudo-random function. These schemes can be efficiently instantiated using practical 
well-known primitives. 
 
The thesis introduces FAST which is a new family of tweakable enciphering schemes. Several 
instantiations of FAST are described. These are targeted towards two goals, the specific task of 
disk encryption and a more general scheme suitable for a wide variety of practical applications. 
We present detailed and careful software implementations of all of these instantiations. For 
disk encryption, the results from the implementations show that FAST compares very 
favourably to the IEEE disk encryption standards XCB and EME2 as well as the more recent 
proposal AEZ. 
 
We have analysed post-quantum security of five TESs, namely, CMC, EME, XCB, TET and FAST 
using Simon's period finding quantum algorithm. For XCB, TET and FAST, we give partial key-
recovery attacks. For all of the five TESs, we show distinguishing attacks.  
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